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Each one called to the Torah stands to the right of the Messianic Spiritual Leader

Father of Bar Mitzvah says

"I will now say the blessing for those called to read the Torah"

BAR-CHOO ET ADONAI HA-MEH-VO-RACH

(CONGREGATION): BAROOCH ADONAI HAMEVORACH LEOLAM VAED

BAR-OOCH ATAH ADONOI ELOHEINO MELECH HAOLAM BA-CHAR BANOO MEKOL HA'AMIM V’NATAN LANOO ET TORATO  
BAR-OOCH ATAH ADONOI NOTAIN HATORAH

Bar Mitzvah says

"I will now read the Torah portion [check the Jewish Calendar to find out which Torah portion section coincides with the Bar Mitzvah's 13th Birthday and find it in the Hebrew Tanakh (OT) Transliterated (c) FJMS 1999]"

Bar Mitzvah reads

Bar Mitzvah says,

"I will now read the Torah portion in English."

Messianic Spiritual Leader says,

"I will now read the blessing after the Torah portion."

BAROOCH ATAH ADONOI ELOHEINU MELECH HA'OLAM ASHER NATAN LANOO TORAT EMET. V’CHAYYEI OLAM NATA BE'TOKHEINU  
BAROOCH ATAH ADONOI NOTEIN HATORAH.

Bar Mitzvah says
"I will now read the blessing before the Haftorah reading."

BAROOCH ATAH ADONOI ELOHEINU MELECH HAOLAM ASHER BACHAR BEENVEE'EEM TOVIM V' RATZAH BEDEEEVREIHEM HANE'EH MAREEM BE'EMET.
BAROOCH ATAH ADONOI HABOCHAIR BATORAH OOVEMOSHEH AVDOH OO' B'YISROEL AMMO OOVEENVEE EI HAEMET V'TZEDEK.

Bar Mitzvah says

"I will now read the Haftorah portion [check the Jewish Calendar to find out which portion from the Prophets coincides with the Bar Mitzvah's 13th Birthday and find it in the Hebrew Tanakh (OT) Transliterated (c) FJMS 1999]."

Bar Mitzvah says,

"I will now read the Haftorah portion in English."

Bar Mitzvah says,

"I will now read the blessing after the Haftorah reading."

BAROOCH ATAH ADONOI ELOHEINOO MELECH HAOLAM TZOOR KOL HAOLAMIM TZADIK B'KHOL HADOROT HAEEL HANE'EMAN HA'OMER V'OSEH HAMEDABER OOMEKAYEM SHKOL DEVARAV EMET V'TZEDEK.
NE'EMAN ATAH HOO ADONOI ELOHEINU V'NE'EMANIM DEVARECHA V'RAVAR ECHAD MEEDEVARECHA ACHOR LOH YASHOV REKAM.
KEE EL MELECH NE'EMAN V'RACHAMAN ATAH.
BAROOCH ATAH ADONOI HAEEL HANE'EMAN B'KHOL DEVARAV RACHEM AL TZEYYON KEE HEE BEIT CHAYEYNOO V'LA'ALOOVAT NEFESH TOSHEE'A BEEMEHERAH B'YAMEINU.
BARUCH ATAH ADONOI MESAME'ACH TZEYYON B'VANEIHA SAMECHEINU ADONAI ELHEINU B'EILIYAHU HANAVI AVEDECHA OOVEMALKHUT BEIT DOVID MESHECHECHA.
BEEMEHERAH YAVOH V'YAGEL LEEBEINU.
AL KESOH LOH YESHEV ZAR V'LOH YEEENCHALOO OD ACHERIM ET KEVODO.
KEE B'SHEM KADESHECHA NEESHBA'TA LOH SHE-LOH YEECHBEH NERO L'OLAM V'ED.
BAROOCH ATAH ADONOI MAGEN DOVID.

Bar Mitzvah preaches from the texts to the assembled Jewish relatives and guests:

I WANT TO THANK ____________ FOR THIS DAY AND ALL THAT PREPARED ME FOR IT. PROVERBS 22:6 SAYS, "TRAIN UP A CHILD IN THE WAY HE
TODAY I'M A BAR MITZVAH. I AM NOW IN THE SIGHT OF HASHEM RESPONSIBLE IN THE THINGS OF TORAH. I PRAISE HASHEM FOR GUIDING ME TO THIS DAY AND I ASK HIM TO CONTINUE TO LEAD ME IN HIS WONDERFUL TRUTH B'SHEM MOSHIACH ADONEINU.

TODAY I WANT TO TALK ABOUT ________________ AND THERE ARE THREE ASPECTS ABOUT IT THAT I WANT TO MENTION.

ASPECT ONE

LOOK AT THE TEXT. IT SAYS "__________________" THIS MEANS ____________________________.

LET ME GIVE AN ILLUSTRATION:______________________________.

THIS LEADS US TO ASPECT NUMBER TWO

LOOK AT THE TEXT. IT SAYS "__________________" THIS MEANS ____________________________.

LET ME GIVE AN ILLUSTRATION:______________________________.

THAT BRINGS ME TO ASPECT NUMBER THREE

LOOK AT THE TEXT IT SAYS "__________________" THIS MEANS ____________________________.

LET ME GIVE AN ILLUSTRATION:______________________________.

NOW LET ME PRAY. "G-d of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, thank you that your Word lives in my heart, your Word Moshiach Adoneinu Yehoshua, who was in the beginning with G-d and now lives in my heart through faith. Help me always walk according to your Holy Scriptures as a true child of your commandments. Help me always to remember the good things those who raised me have taught me. I thank you, Hashem, for this wonderful day of my life, which I will never forget. B'Shem Moshiach Adoneinu. Amen."

Father of Bar Mitzvah says:

BAROOG SHE-PETARANI MEANSHO SHEL ZEH-- BLESSED IS HE WHO HAS FREED ME FROM RESPONSIBILITY FOR THIS CHILD'S CONDUCT. LADIES AND GENTLEMEN, I NOW PRESENT TO YOU OUR WONDERFUL BAR MITZVAH, (___________________---hebrew name?)
Everyone applauds.

Mother of Bar Mitzvah stands and says a few words, praying over the food and inviting everyone to partake of the Kiddish refreshments. Festive Jewish music begins.

(check list: yahmukahs, aron kodesh, torah, lecturn, Bar Mitzvah cake, tallit, etc)